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ABSTRACT YOUR SHIT IS
Video animation and billboard.

Text written by Aeron Bergman & Alejandra Salinas on
the occasion of Maria Lind’s Abstract Possible exhibition.

The voice over
Kenneth Cockrel’s monologue in this video was recorded
in 1969 for the educational newsreel film made in Detroit
by the League of Revolutionary Black Workers called Finally Got the News. Cockrel’s Marxist analysis was as material in 1969 as it is today. While several sources have not1

ed that Cockrel’s voice is “the voice of the ghetto” , this
statement is problematic. Cockrel was a respected labor
attorney active in the community. In 1969, Cockrel called
the presiding judge in a police corruption case a ‘lawless
rogue bandit, thief, honky dog fool and a racist pirate’, and
then successfully defended the contempt of court charges
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that followed.

Cockrel’s mastery of the law fueled his

rapid-fire language, (unashamedly not ‘proper’ speech) a

potent combination. Despite his many political enemies,
Cockrel went on to became Detroit City Council member,
and his son Ken Cockrel Jr., became the youngest president of the Detroit City Council and eventually in 2008
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mayor of Detroit.

Liquid animation
Liquidity and plasticity. Apple, now the world’s
largest publicly traded company, demonstrates the ideals
of plastic abstraction in their OS, and their program Motion: the ‘prosumer’ development with roots in a plasticity so successfully marketed by Walt Disney. Disney said
about animation: “it’s kind of fun to do the impossible.” In
animated cartoons such as Mickey Mouse, bodies are distorted and stretched, stressed to the extreme. Animation
in the form of video games such as Grand Theft Auto are
animated to smoothly and convincingly render extreme
acts of bodily violence, frame by bloody frame.
For this video, we chose a frame rate of 50 frames
per second. Analog film traditionally uses a 24 fps rate,
causing a warm flicker – the familiar film effect. However,

the transition to digital film making tools has led to increased frame rates and an ever more liquid image. Peter Jackon’s 2013 film The Hobbit was the first Hollywood
film to be shot and screened at 48 frames per second. The
smooth and lifelike quality of the high frame rate is at odds
with extra-real subjects and towering budgets. Criticism of
the experiment may be related to the fact that audiences
usually demand what they are already used to. But Jackson seems to have also stumbled into something else: the
image capture was so perfect, every movement so clear,
that flaws in the set, in the computer animations, and in the
4

actors were too clearly visible, breaking cinema magic.

It was as though everyone were back stage, breaking the
mysterious illusion of filmmaking. Variety said: “…everything takes on an overblown, artificial quality in which the
phoniness of the sets and costumes becomes obvious”.
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A rare event: massive quantities of money were identified
as massive quantities of money instead of the usual ‘transcendent’ adjectives ascribed to big-budget productions.
In ABSTRACT YOUR SHIT IS, raw material for the
image is extracted from abstracted elements of money:
scans of paper currency in extreme close up. Security de-

tails in forms of money such as bills are aesthetic, beautiful, but not primarily so. In order to scan most world currency, it is necessary to override or trick the scanner and
software because they were programmed to detect money and automatically prevent counterfeiting. Aesthetics in
this case are not used for pleasure or distinction, they are
for security. Complex printing techniques, watermarks, holographic seals, metallic strips and extremely fine graphic details and other fine craft increase the security of the
notes against counterfeiting. The next step, of course, is
taking place gradually in Sweden and other countries: the
ultimate money security is to take away physical money,
from circulation and to allow only hyper-secure electronic
transactions.

The billboard
The billboard is a still image from the video: money in
extreme close up, blown up to mute, menacing proportions. The billboard is installed on the facade of Eastside Projects, an artist-run art center. Eastside Projects
is situated next to a limousine rental garage: limou-

sines depart from and return to this location all day to
pick up travellers from wealthier parts of town. The
photo above was not staged, not even the balloons.
Birmingham, UK is known as the first manufacturing town
in the world, at the forefront of advances in industrial
society.
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Eastside Projects is in the middle of an histor-

ic neighborhood, Digbeth, the first center of industry in
the city. During the industrial revolution, increased money and mobility powered increased awareness of political
will; Birmingham also became a hotbed of the union organizing and struggles for worker’s rights that would shape
the UK. Digbeth also boasts extensive network of canals
for the efficient transport of raw and finished materials. It
must have also proven very efficient to move most heavy
industry overseas when hunger for higher profits drove
companies to search ever-cheaper globalized labor. Only
a hodge-podge of small industry and tail-end service sector trades remain working amongst the empty factories.
Birmingham made a very late transition to cognitive capitalism, unlike London, a short train ride away. In 2011, the
so-called Big City Plan was set in motion to redevelop old

industrial buildings into apartments, retail premises, offic7

es and art facilities. It is not news to say that art spearheads development in carefully selected areas. The difference is that now city planners impatiently jump-start the
process with billion-pound plans and incentives, unwilling
to wait for DIY artists to remake neighborhoods. The next
step is to remove art and artists from the formula altogether, a plan already on the make.
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